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Assignment
The assignment of creating a building that
could act as both housing and office formed
a building with a structure that enables a free
floorplan. Good for office and flexible for
creating housing floorplans.
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Concept
The free floorplan is created by the ‘Stoa’
or double colonnade that wraps around the
facades and forms a room or loggia, between
outside and inside. The ‘Stoa’ connects both
elements through the floor to ceiling sliding
glass partitions that acts as a double skin
façade construction with a useable in between
space – the loggia.
Site
The site, a parking lot and previously
a recreational sport field between the
functionalistic lamellas at Övre Johanneberg
and the campus of Chalmers is strictly
orthogonal. Its divided into three rectangular
blocks that follows the orthogonal
preconditions. The typology of blocks is used
for the ability to create a private courtyard
and public streets between Johanneberg and
Chalmers that as it is now is rather isolated
from the city of Gothenburg.
By using blocks that also is represented
close by in Nedre Johanneberg there is also
a differentiation between the functionalist
buildings and the proposal, it lets the
buildings placed in to the hilly landscape of
Övre Johanneberg stand on their own while
the flat land on the site it used to create a new
addon.
Building
The proposal that is created reflects the strict
preconditions but have one main gesture
– one curved corner. The corner is places to
produce a directed movement towards the
square in the north. The only square owned
by the municipality along the Chalmers
campus. Along the proposal block there are
three facades being fronts and the south that
becomes a backside.
When entering the building you are walking
through a directed movement similar to how
you enter the Gothenburgian typology of a
‘Landshövding hus’. First you enter the block
from a public street and walk through a dark
portal towards the light and green courtyard.
From the courtyard you access your designated
stairwell that leads you into your apartment.
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Apartment
The movement in public-private of entering
the building are similar in how you enter the
larger apartment. The ‘Stoa’ is used as an
entry balcony or an “public street”. Behind
the glass portions lies the large living space.
Two layers of floor to ceiling curtains inside
the loggia is used to change the light and
privacy conditions. The double layers of the
sliding glass portions in the loggia can also
change the climate of the living space, making
it more connected to the outside. The general
sized rooms that can be bedrooms or office
etcetera are placed facing the outer façade
screened of by a travertine cladded storage.
From each stairwell placed in the corners of
the building you can reach five apartments,
two larger with courtyard – street connections
and three smaller in the corner. The corner
apartment with light from two directions are
the largest of the three.
Office
In the office floor plan you can have a free
floor plan and place interior walls where
needed. You’re entering the office space
from the inner loggia were the social areas are
places towards the courtyard. The desks and
conference rooms are facing the street and the
toilets are located in the dark corners.
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Façade
The strict gridded façade is resembling the
buildings of the campus of Chalmers. The
division comes from the structure and divide’s
the façade into a neutral square shape. The
surrounding buildings have also given the
height of the proposal were its lower than the
Chalmers building placed on a higher level
and by having the same height as the lamellas
on the other side of Gibraltargatan. There is
also a resemblance in the depth of the window
placement in the proposal and the lamellas
where a thin façade is created to shape a lighter
building from the street and giving more depth
and protection on the inside. The loggias both
on the exterior and interior façade works as a
zone that can be personalized by the users. The
entry to access the courtyard is highlighted by
being placed in shadow.
Sections
The courtyard is placed on ground level to
enable a green courtyard that is linked to
the movement in the building. Heights of
the levels are adapted after the larger rooms
in the housing proposal and for being able to
transform into an office.
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Detail
The aim has been to create a building were the
materials other that defining spaces also adds
to the atmospheric experience.
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The loadbearing parts in the project are made
from wood with glulam pillar and beams and
slabs from CLT with a layer of concrete for
creating a larger span, better sound insulation
and durability. Wood gives the building a
connection to the Swedish context and a
structure that allows larger measurements.
The wood and concrete are exposed in the
interior of the building. The insulation layer
is placed in the outer façade with a layer of
travertine protecting the inner structure also
relating to the white plastered buildings along
Gibraltargatan.
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